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Abstract
This paper defines the document revision task001
and proposes a novel modeling method that002
can utilize not only a matched dataset but also003
multiple partially-matched datasets. In the doc-004
ument revision task, we aim to simultaneously005
consider multiple perspectives for writing sup-006
ports. To this end, it is important not only to007
correct grammatical errors but also to improve008
readability and perspicuity, through means such009
as conjunction insertion and sentence reorder-010
ing. However, it is difficult to prepare enough011
the matched dataset for the document revision012
task since this task has to consider multiple013
perspectives simultaneously. To mitigate this014
problem, our idea is to utilize not only a lim-015
ited matched dataset but also various partially-016
matched datasets that handles individual per-017
spectives, e.g., correcting grammatical errors or018
inserting conjunctions. Since suitable partially-019
matched datasets have either been published or020
can easily be made, we expect to prepare a large021
amount of these partially-matched datasets. To022
effectively utilize these multiple datasets, our023
proposed modeling method incorporates “on-024
off” switches into sequence-to-sequence mod-025
eling to distinguish the matched datasets and026
individual partially-matched datasets. Exper-027
iments using our created document revision028
datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the029
proposed method.030

1 Introduction031

With the advance of natural language processing032

technology using deep learning, applications for033

writing support systems have been developed (Tsai034

et al., 2020; Ito et al., 2020). Such writing sup-035

port systems often implement a grammatical error036

correction task that correct errors such as typos037

and mistakes in inflected verbs forms (Rothe et al.,038

2021). To advance writing support, it is impor-039

tant not only to correct grammatical errors but also040

to improve readability and perspicuity. For exam-041

ple, when we manually perform document revision,042

we attempt not only to correct grammatical errors 043

but also to split a long sentence into sentences to 044

improve the readability and the perspicuity. In ad- 045

dition, we also consider the relationships between 046

sentences, such as reordering to obtain a consistent 047

order and conjunction insertion. Accordingly, this 048

paper defines a document revision task that simul- 049

taneously considers these multiple perspectives for 050

writing support. 051

In natural language processing area, the doc- 052

ument revision task has been studied by break- 053

ing it down into partial tasks. The most com- 054

mon partial task is grammatical error correc- 055

tion, and various methods have been proposed 056

to model this task (Sawai et al., 2013; Mizu- 057

moto and Matsumoto, 2016; Junczys-Dowmunt 058

and Grundkiewicz, 2016). In recent studies, the 059

sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) modeling methods 060

has achieved high performance with the advance 061

of deep learning (Yuan and Briscoe, 2016; Junczys- 062

Dowmunt et al., 2018; Rothe et al., 2021). In ad- 063

dition, other famous partial tasks are the sentence 064

ordering (Yin et al., 2019) or discourse relation clas- 065

sification (Liu et al., 2016; Dai and Huang, 2018). 066

Most of these tasks have also been studied with 067

the seq2seq modeling (Wang and Wan, 2019). On 068

the other hand, there are few studies that address 069

multiple perspectives in the document revision task. 070

Lin et al. (2021) addressed the sentence ordering 071

and sentence paraphrasing tasks, and Ihori et al. 072

(2020) addressed multiple perspectives for spoken- 073

to-written style conversion such as style unification, 074

disfluency deletion, punctuation restoration at the 075

same time. However, to the best our knowledge, 076

the document revision task that comprehensively 077

handle multiple perspectives has not well examined. 078

Therefore, we aim to model such document revi- 079

sion task using the promising seq2seq modeling. 080

There are two difficulties in building the docu- 081

ment revision seq2seq models. 082

• The first difficulty is that the document revi- 083
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Figure 1: Document revision model using both a dataset for main task and datasets for partial tasks.

sion model has to handle multiple perspectives084

simultaneously. Although seq2seq models can085

address any problems that convert a source se-086

quence into a target sequence, handling mul-087

tiple perspectives is considered as a difficult088

task.089

• The second difficulty is that improving the090

readability and perspicuity requires precisely091

handling long-range contexts of multiple sen-092

tences. While the conventional grammatical093

error correction tasks take contexts within a094

sentence into consideration, our document re-095

vision task must handle a set of sentences, i.e.,096

document-level information.097

These two difficulties induce us to prepare a lot of098

training datasets so as to robustly model the docu-099

ment revision task; however, it is difficult to prepare100

enough matched training data because these two101

difficulties also affect the data creation cost.102

Our key idea to mitigate this problem is to utilize103

not only a limited matched dataset but also various104

partially-matched datasets that handle individual105

perspectives for building the document revision106

models. The partially-matched datasets can be re-107

garded as datasets for the partial tasks. There are108

several existing datasets for grammatical error cor-109

rection (Dahlmeier et al., 2013; Tajiri et al., 2012)110

and sentence ordering (Chen et al., 2016; Huang111

et al., 2016). In addition, datasets can be gener-112

ated heuristically for noisy sentence deletion and113

conjunction insertion tasks. For example, for the114

conjunction insertion task, we can construct paired115

data by deleting and restoring conjunctions from116

existing documents. We expect that these partially-117

matched datasets will be effective for improving118

our document revision task. The important issue119

is how we exactly utilize both a limited matched120

dataset and various partially-matched datasets for 121

building a document revision model. 122

In this paper, we propose a novel modeling 123

method that simultaneously utilize both a matched 124

dataset and multiple partially-matched datasets. In 125

the proposed method, we incorporate multiple “on- 126

off” switches into seq2seq modeling so as to distin- 127

guish the matched datasets and individual partially- 128

matched datasets. Figure 1 shows an example of 129

how the proposed method uses multiple switches. 130

It is implemented by using switching tokens, which 131

were previously proposed by (Ihori et al., 2021b). 132

The switching tokens have the role of switching 133

the “on” or “off” state for each task. By introduc- 134

ing the switching tokens into the seq2seq model- 135

ing, the main document revision task and each par- 136

tial task can be explicitly distinguished within one 137

modeling. We expect that our proposed modeling 138

method effectively improves the main document 139

revision task by appropriately leveraging knowl- 140

edge from partially-matched datasets. Furthermore, 141

our proposed method can be combined with self- 142

supervised pre-training, which is the most success- 143

ful approach in recent modeling methods (Kenton 144

and Toutanova, 2019). In this approach, unpaired 145

text datasets are used for building a base model in 146

a pre-training phase and the model is fine-tuned 147

by paired datasets. In natural language generation 148

tasks using seq2seq models, several successful self- 149

supervised pre-training methods had been proposed 150

(Song et al., 2019; Ihori et al., 2021a). We expect 151

that our proposed method can be effectively applied 152

after performing the self-supervised pre-training. 153

For evaluation, we newly construct a Japanese 154

document revision dataset (see Sec. 3). In our ex- 155

periments, we used the new dataset as the matched 156

dataset, and grammatical error correction and con- 157

junction insertion datasets as the partially-matched 158
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datasets. Our experimental results demonstrate159

that our proposed modeling method effectively im-160

proves the document revision performance by using161

not only the matched dataset but also the partially-162

matched datasets.163

Our main contributions are as follows:164

• We define a document revision task that si-165

multaneously considers multiple perspectives166

for writing support, and specify the relation-167

ship between our document revision task and168

conventional related tasks.169

• We create a novel dataset for a Japanese doc-170

ument revision task and detail how we create171

it.172

• We present a novel modeling method that can173

utilize not only a matched dataset but also174

multiple partially matched datasets, and show175

the effectiveness of the proposed method in176

our experiments.177

2 Related Work178

The partial tasks that compose a document revision179

task have been studied as individual tasks. The180

most typical task is the grammatical error correc-181

tion task, which corrects the errors in an input text182

by deleting, inserting, and replacing words. Many183

studies on this task focused on sentence-level er-184

rors, and they performed error correction by using a185

seq2seq model to achieve high performance (Yuan186

and Briscoe, 2016; Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018;187

Rothe et al., 2021). In addition, recent studies188

have introduced the seq2seq pre-training to utilize189

a large amount of unpaired data to improve the190

performance with a limited amount of paired data191

(Lewis et al., 2020; Song et al., 2019; Ihori et al.,192

2021a). Thus, in this work, we investigated the193

combination of such pre-training methods and our194

proposal. For the grammatical error correction task,195

synthetic training data generation is also introduced196

as another way to deal with paired-data scarcity197

(Grundkiewicz et al., 2019; Kiyono et al., 2020;198

Rothe et al., 2021). For the document revision task,199

however, it is difficult to generate synthetic data be-200

cause the task involves multiple partial tasks such201

as grammatical error correction, sentence reorder-202

ing, and conjunction insertion.203

In addition, certain tasks handle multiple sen-204

tences, such as a discourse relation classification205

task (Liu et al., 2016; Dai and Huang, 2018) and a206

sentence reordering task (Wang and Wan, 2019). In 207

the discourse relation classification task, the model 208

predicts the relation class (e.g., contrast and causal- 209

ity) of two arguments. In this work, we adopted a 210

conjunction insertion task that is similar to the dis- 211

course relation classification task but directly com- 212

pletes conjunctions according to the relationship 213

between sentences. Sentence ordering is another 214

task that considers the document-level coherence 215

where an input set of sentences are re-arranged into 216

a logically consistent order. For this task, seq2seq 217

models like pointer-network were mainly used (Cui 218

et al., 2018). In a recent work, graph network is 219

also introduced and achieved high performance 220

(Yin et al., 2019). Although these studies improved 221

readability in terms of sentence order, they did not 222

cover other aspects of the document revision. 223

There are few studies to cover multiple aspects 224

of document revision at the same time. Lin et al. 225

(2021) proposed document-level paraphrase genera- 226

tion task that simultaneously performs the sentence 227

reordering and sentence rewriting tasks. In this 228

study, a pseudo dataset for document-level para- 229

phrase generation task was created and the task was 230

performed with a specific model architecture. To 231

perform multiple tasks, the task-specific model ar- 232

chitecture and matched dataset were needed. Thus, 233

it is difficult to add a new task for document-level 234

paraphrase generation task. 235

3 Dataset for Document Revision Task 236

3.1 Dataset construction 237

In this paper, we present a new dataset for Japanese 238

document revision task. The dataset contains 239

paired data consisting of source and reference doc- 240

uments in Japanese. The source documents were 241

written by Japanese crowd workers. Also, the 242

reference documents were revised by Japanese 243

two labelers. Each document contained multiple 244

Japanese sentences to enable the consideration of 245

contextual information. Below, we explain the de- 246

tails of creating source and reference documents. 247

Source documents: To make the source docu- 248

ments, we employed crowd workers and they wrote 249

essays consisted of a single paragraph document 250

in Japanese. The documents have an essay-style 251

structure, because Japanese schools teach how to 252

write essays; thus, we expected that many of the 253

workers could write the essays at the same level. 254

Specifically, we employed 161 workers whose na- 255
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(1) Correct the following mistakes.
typos, punctuation, kanji, syntax and grammatical
errors, spoken-style text, and redundant expressions

(2) Split long sentences containing more than 60
characters.

(3) Unify words with different expressions that have
the same meaning.

(4) If there is no subject, restore the subject
by using words that have already been mentioned.

(5) Change the sentence order if it is not appropriate.
(6) Delete sentences that describe unrelated

topics.
(7) Insert correct conjunctions for the

relationships between sentences.

Table 1: Guidelines for document revision.

tive language was Japanese. First, we showed the256

workers 48 possible themes, and they individually257

selected 1-15 themes. The 48 themes were chosen258

by the crowdsourcing company from actual themes259

that were used for exam essays in Japan. Next, the260

workers wrote single paragraph documents, each261

of which contained 200-300 characters and four262

or more sentences. These multiple sentences are263

needed to conduct the revision by considering the264

relationship between sentences. Each worker wrote265

1-15 documents per person, and took up to 15 min-266

utes to write each document. Although the workers267

were asked to be careful about typos, they were not268

asked to compose the essay perfectly.269

Reference documents: To revise the source doc-270

uments, we employed two labelers whose native271

language was Japanese. One labeler was licensed272

as a Japanese language teacher, while the other la-273

beler received guidance of revision for a document.274

In the document revision task, we should handle275

multiple perspectives to improve the readability of276

a document. Thus, we asked them to follow the277

revision guidelines listed in Table 1, to ensure that278

the labelers can consider revising from the multi-279

ple perspectives. Table 1 shows the guidelines for280

document revision. In the table, (1) shows the er-281

ror correction task and (2-7) shows the other tasks282

for improving the readability and the perspicuity.283

Since it is difficult to clearly define the readabil-284

ity and the perspicuity, we told labelers specific285

examples of each task. For example, for (2), it is286

possible to divide the sentences according to the287

number of characters, and for (7), we represented288

the list of conjunctions that shows their kinds and289

roles, and asked them to select from this list. We290

expected that the labelers would be able to revise291

documents with equivalent quality by following the292

# of documents # of sentences

Training Input 5,000 26,477
Output 5,000 28,158

Validation Input 554 2,922
Output 554 3,128

Test Input 1,121 6,054
Output 2,242 12, 831

Table 2: Details of the dataset for document revision.

guidelines. Note that they do not necessarily have 293

to consider all the perspectives simultaneously, but 294

only made these revisions if there were any mis- 295

takes or unnatural points. 296

3.2 Details 297

Table 2 lists that the details of the resulting dataset 298

for document revision task. The dataset is divided 299

into a training set, validation set and test set. The 300

training and validation sets have one reference doc- 301

ument, while the test set has two reference docu- 302

ments for each source document. Figure 2 shows an 303

example from the dataset. As this example demon- 304

strates, the dataset was created while considering 305

multiple perspectives simultaneously. For example, 306

typo correction, too-long sentence splitting, and 307

conjunctions insertion tasks are performed at the 308

same as shown in Table 1. To the best of our knowl- 309

edge, this is the first dataset to address such multi- 310

ple perspectives of the document revision task. 311

4 Document Revision Models 312

4.1 Strategy 313

To build document revision model, we utilize a 314

matched dataset for document revision task (cre- 315

ated in chapter 3) and multiple partially-matched 316

datasets. In this paper, the document revision task 317

is referred to as the main task and tasks that handle 318

each perspective in the main task are referred to 319

as the partial tasks. The partially-matched datasets 320

can be regarded as datasets for the partial tasks. 321

Our strategy is to incorporate multiple “on-off” 322

switches into seq2seq modeling to distinguish the 323

matched datasets and individual partially-matched 324

datasets. It is implemented by using switching 325

tokens (Ihori et al., 2021b). A switching token 326

represents the “on” state (the target task) or “off” 327

state (not the target task) for each perspective. By 328

introducing the switching tokens into the seq2seq 329

modeling, the main document revision task and 330

each partial task can be explicitly distinguished 331

within one modeling. 332
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Source

Reference

Translation

The development of social media has made it easier to get information. On the other hand, there can be 
difficulties in handling vast amounts of information. Also, in most cases, we only use social media to access our 
favorite types and sources of information. Previously, many people got the same information from newspapers 
and television, and thus, they could talk on an equal footing. Now, however, some people unknowingly treat 
their closely held opinions as complete information, so their information is biased. Therefore, social media 
seems to be a treasure trove of information, but it may also be a tool for maintaining biased information.

Figure 2: Example from the document revision task dataset.

Figure 3 shows an example of our strategy using333

switching tokens. In this example, we use gram-334

matical error correction (GEC) dataset, conjunction335

insertion (CI) dataset, and the main task dataset to336

build the document revision model. In this case,337

we use six switching tokens [gec_on], [ci_on],338

[other_on], [gec_off], [ci_off], and [other_off].339

Here, we specify the “other” token because the340

main task handle other perspectives that are not con-341

sidered in the grammatical error correction and con-342

junction insertion tasks, as listed in Table 1. The343

seq2seq models are split into an encoder network344

and a decoder network. These switching tokens are345

utilized for inputs of the decoder network as given346

contexts. In a training phase, we use all datasets for347

building a seq2seq model while distinguishing each348

task using above switching tokens. In an inference349

phase, we expect to perform the main task by feed-350

ing [gec_on], [ci_on], and [other_on]. Note that351

we can also perform the grammatical error correc-352

tion or conjunction insertion by feeding appropriate353

switching tokens.354

4.2 Proposed modeling method355

In this paper, we propose a novel modeling method356

that simultaneously utilize both a matched dataset357

and multiple partially-matched datasets. In the pro-358

posed method, we incorporate multiple “on-off”359

switches into seq2seq modeling so as to distin-360

guish the matched datasets and individual partially-361

matched datasets.362

Modeling: We define the source document as363

X = {x1, · · · , xm, · · · , xM} and the reference364

document as Y = {y1, · · · , yn, · · · , yN}, where365

M and N are the numbers of tokens in source and366

reference documents, respectively. xm and yn are367

tokens which include not only characters or words 368

but also punctuation marks. Note that X and Y 369

involves multiples sentences. 370

Our proposed document revision model predicts 371

the generation probabilities of a reference docu- 372

ment Y given a source document X and switching 373

tokens s1:T = {s1, · · · , st, · · · , sT }, where T is 374

the number of “on-off” switches. The generation 375

probability of Y is defined as 376

P (Y |X, s1:T ;Θ) (1) 377

=
N∏

n=1

P (yn|y1:n−1,X, s1:T ;Θ), 378

where Θ represents the trainable parameters. st is 379

the t-th switching token represented as 380

st ∈ {[t−th task_on], [t−th task_off]}. (2) 381

In this paper, we use Transformer pointer- 382

generator networks (Deaton, 2019) for this model- 383

ing. Transformer pointer-generator networks are 384

effective for monolingual translation tasks because 385

they contain a copy mechanism that copies tokens 386

from a source text to help generate infrequent to- 387

kens. Note that our method does not change the 388

architecture of a transformer pointer-generator net- 389

work, but merely adds switching tokens to the 390

model input. 391

Pre-training: In this paper, we use a MAsked 392

Pointer-Generator Network (MAPGN) (Ihori et al., 393

2021a) because it is a suitable pre-training method 394

for pointer-generator networks. In MAPGN, the 395

pointer-generator network is pre-trained by pre- 396

dicting a sentence fragment ya:b giving a masked 397

sequence Y/a:b and. Here, Y/a:b denotes a frag- 398

ment in which positions a to b are masked, and 399
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𝐬𝟑
𝐬𝟏 𝐬𝟐 ⋯𝐬𝟑

⋯

Figure 3: Example of joint modeling based on switching-token.

ya:b denotes a sentence fragment of Y from a to400

b. The model parameter set can be optimized from401

unpaired dataset Du. The training loss function L402

is defined as403

L=−
∑

(Y )∈Du

logP (ya:b|ya−1,Y/a:b;Θ), (3)404

=−
∑

(Y )∈Du

b∑
t=a

logP (yt|ya−1:t−1,Y/a:b;Θ).405

Note that all switching tokens have to be included406

in the vocabulary in the pre-training.407

Fine-tuning: In our proposed method, the408

matched dataset Dm, and multiple partially-409

matched datasets {Dpm
1 , · · · ,Dpm

t , · · · ,Dpm
T } are410

trained jointly in a single model. The training loss411

function L is defined as412

L = Lm +

T∑
t=1

Lpm
t , (4)413

where Lm is the loss function against the main task414

and it is computed from415

Lm =−
∑

(X,Y )∈Dm

logP (Y |X, ŝ1:T ;Θ), (5)416

where ŝ1:T = {ŝ1, · · · , ŝT } are switching tokens417

and ŝt is represented as418

st = [t−th task_on]. (6)419

Lpm
t is the loss function against the t-th partial task420

and it is computed from421

Lpm
t =−

∑
(X,Y )∈Dpm

t

logP (Y |X, s̄1:T ;Θ), (7)422

where s̄1:T = {s̄1, · · · , s̄T } are switching tokens 423

and s̄t′ is represented as 424

s̄t′ =

{
[t′−th task_on] if t′ = t,

[t′−th task_off] otherwise.
(8) 425

Decoding: The decoding problem using switch- 426

ing tokens is defined as 427

Ŷ = arg max
Y

P (Y |X, s1:T ;Θ). (9) 428

The model can perform the document revision task 429

or each partial task according to the given switching 430

tokens. 431

5 Experiments 432

We experimentally evaluated the effectiveness of 433

the proposed modeling method that can utilize both 434

matched and multiple partially-matched datasets. 435

5.1 Dataset 436

For preparing the partially-matched datasets, we 437

adopted the grammatical error correction task (gec) 438

and the conjunction insertion task (ci) as par- 439

tial tasks. Accordingly, we used three datasets: 440

document revision dataset described in section 3, 441

a Japanese grammatical error correction dataset 442

(Tanaka et al., 2020), and a conjunction insertion 443

dataset. The Japanese grammatical error correc- 444

tion dataset was obtained from revision history on 445

Wikipedia. It contained four categories of Japanese 446

typos: erroneous substitution, deletion, insertion, 447

and kanji-conversion. The conjunction insertion 448

dataset was constructed based on Japanese Wiki- 449

40B dataset (Guo et al., 2020), which is a high 450
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# of documents # of sentences

Training
a). 5,000 26,477
b). - 506,786
c). 90,000 533,422

Validation
a). 554 2,922
b). - 8,542
c). 10,000 59,396

Test
a). 1,121 6,054
b). - 8,542
c). 1,000 6,026

Switchs
a). [gec_on][ci_on][other_on]
b). [gec_on][ci_off][other_off]
c). [gec_off][ci_on][other_off]

a. Document revision dataset
b. Japanese grammatical error correction dataset
c. Conjunction insertion dataset

Table 3: Details of document revision task datasets

quality processed Wikipedia dataset. To construct451

this dataset, first, we divided the Wiki-40B dataset452

into single paragraph documents and selected the453

documents that contained conjunctions. Next, we454

deleted the conjunctions from each document, and455

we used the resulting and original documents as456

paired data.457

For unpaired data which is used for self-458

supervised pre-training, we prepared 880k single459

paragraph documents from Wiki-40B dataset that460

were not used in the conjunction insertion dataset.461

The details of these datasets are listed in Table 3,462

where “Switch” refers to switching tokens. We use463

six switching tokens [gec_on], [ci_on], [other_on],464

[gec_off], [ci_off], and [other_off] for training and465

decoding. In decoding, we can also perform the466

grammatical error correction or conjunction inser-467

tion tasks by feeding appropriate switching tokens.468

Thus, we use test set for each partial task to eval-469

uate each partial task performance. For example,470

when the model performs the grammatical error471

correction task in the decoding, the switching to-472

kens [gec_on], [ci_off], and [other_off] are given473

in the decoder. Moreover, we compare each partial474

task performance using the joint modeling with a475

individual model performance. Note that the the476

number of documents corresponds to the number477

of sentences in the Japanese grammatical error cor-478

rection dataset because the dataset is consisted not479

of documents but of single sentence.480

5.2 Setup481

For evaluation purposes, we constructed 11482

Transformer-based pointer-generator networks. (1)483

a document revise model, (2) (1) with pre-training,484

and (3) a grammatical error correction model, (4) a485

conjunction insertion model, (5) a modeling of the 486

document revision and grammatical error correc- 487

tion datasets, (6) (5) with switching tokens, (7) a 488

modeling of the document revision and conjunction 489

insertion datasets, (8) (7) with switching tokens, 490

(9) a modeling of all three datasets, (10) (9) with 491

switching tokens, (11) (10) with pre-training. (1), 492

(3), and (4) are trained using only each task dataset. 493

We use the unpaired data for pre-training in these 494

models. Note that the Transformer-based pointer- 495

generator network architecture is the same in all of 496

these models. 497

As for the model details, we used the following 498

configurations. The encoder had a 4-layer trans- 499

former encoder block with 512 units, while the 500

decoder had a 2-layer transformer decoder block 501

with 512 units. The output unit size (corresponding 502

to the number of tokens in the pre-training data) 503

was set to 12,773. To train the Transformer pointer- 504

generator networks, we used the RAdam optimizer 505

(Liu et al., 2019) and label smoothing (Lukasik 506

et al., 2020) with a smoothing parameter of 0.1. 507

We set the mini-batch size to 32 documents and the 508

dropout rate in each Transformer block to 0.1. All 509

trainable parameters were initialized randomly, and 510

we used characters as tokens. The pre-training and 511

fine-tuning were the same setups. For decoding, 512

we used the beam search algorithm with a beam 513

size of 4. 514

For evaluation, we calculated automatic eval- 515

uation scores in terms of two metrics: GLEU 516

(Napoles et al., 2015), and F0.5. Specifically, we 517

calculated these metrics for characters and used 4- 518

grams for GLEU. F0.5 score is calculated using the 519

characters in the generated documents. In addition, 520

we also calculated the F1 score for conjunction 521

insertion, denoted as C-F1, to evaluate the perfor- 522

mance of conjunction insertion task. Note that 523

multiple conjunctions can have the same meaning 524

(e.g., “but”, and “however”). We thus evaluated 525

whether the system could insert conjunctions with 526

the correct meaning. 527

5.3 Results 528

Table 4 shows the results of 11 Transformer pointer- 529

generator networks. In the table, the models of 530

(1)-(11) are described in section 5.2, and (6), (8), 531

(10), and (11) are our proposals. The columns 532

“Switch” and “Pre-train” indicate whether the pro- 533

posed switching tokens and the pre-training are 534

introduced or not, respectively. The row “Source” 535
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Document revision GEC CI
Dataset Switch Pre-train GLEU F0.5 C-F1 GLEU F0.5 GLEU F0.5 C-F1

Source - - - 0.886 0 0 - - - - -
(1) a w/o w/o 0.857 0.198 0.193 - - - - -
(2) w/o w/ 0.884 0.321 0.211 - - - - -
(3) b w/o w/o - - - 0.943 0.635 - - -
(4) c w/o w/o - - - - - 0.964 0.198 0.230
(5) a + b w/o w/o 0.863 0.189 0.164 - - - - -
(6) w/ w/o 0.887 0.278 0.163 - - - - -
(7) a + c w/o w/o 0.881 0.155 0.101 - - - - -
(8) w/ w/o 0.888 0.234 0.214 - - - - -
(9) a + b + c w/o w/o 0.883 0.236 0.205 0.932 0.613 0.966 0.207 0.222
(10) w/ w/o 0.889 0.282 0.270 0.943 0.630 0.967 0.239 0.263
(11) w/ w/ 0.892 0.333 0.274 - - - - -

a. Document revision dataset b. Japanese grammatical error correction dataset c. Conjunction insertion dataset

Table 4: Results of document revision, grammatical error correction (GEC), and conjunction insertion (CI) tasks.

indicate the results for source documents in the536

document revision task dataset.537

First, we describe the results of the document538

revision task. The scores of the task with the539

switching tokens were higher than those without540

the switching tokens as shown in lines (5) v.s. (6),541

(7) v.s. (8), and (9) v.s. (10) in the table. In addition,542

the scores with switching tokens of lines (6), (8),543

and (10) were higher than the score of the system544

trained only with the main task data (1). Among545

the system (6), (8) and (10), the system trained with546

all three datasets (10) performed the best. These re-547

sults indicate that the switching tokens are effective548

for the joint modeling, and the more partial tasks549

we use, the better the performance of the main task550

is. In addition, when we compare the results of551

lines (10) with (11), the results with pre-training552

outperformed those without pre-training. This in-553

dicate that our proposed method can be effectively554

applied after performing the self-supervised pre-555

training.556

Next, we focus on the results of the performance557

of each partial task. The switching-token-based558

joint modeling can perform each partial task by559

feeding appropriate switching tokens. Thus, we560

compare the results of a model using each task561

dataset individually with using a matched dataset562

and each task dataset simultaneously. In grammati-563

cal error correction, the performance of individual564

modeling and switching-token-based joint model-565

ing were not significantly different. On the other566

hand, the performance of joint modeling without567

switching tokens under-performed that of the in-568

dividual modeling. For conjunction insertion task,569

the results of joint modeling outperformed that of570

individual modeling. Also, the results of joint mod-571

eling with switching tokens outperformed those572

without switching tokens. Therefore, these results 573

indicated that switching-token-based joint model- 574

ing can improve the performance of the main task 575

without impairing the performance of each task. 576

6 Conclusion 577

In this paper, we examined the document revision 578

task with a novel modeling method that can that 579

can utilize not only a matched dataset but also mul- 580

tiple partially-matched datasets. In our document 581

revision task, we revise document descriptions by 582

considering not only to correct grammatical errors 583

but also to improve readability and perspicuity. In 584

our proposed modeling method, we incorporate 585

multiple “on-off” switches into seq2seq modeling 586

so as to distinguish the matched datasets and indi- 587

vidual partially matched datasets. The key strength 588

is to effectively improve main document revision 589

task by appropriately leveraging knowledge from 590

partially-matched dataset. The experimental re- 591

sults using our created Japanese document revision 592

dataset demonstrated that our proposed modeling 593

method can improves the document revision per- 594

formance by utilizing datasets for the grammatical 595

error correction task and the conjunction insertion 596

task. In addition, our proposed method can be effec- 597

tively applied after performing the self-supervised 598

pre-training. In our future work, we will develop 599

a model architecture that is suitable for handling 600

much longer documents. 601
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